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This program encourages Chapters (and individuals) to get out and ride. Each 
yearly quarter, a new “WORD” will be communicated to the Chapters, and on the 
SC District Website. The FIRST month of the quarter is devoted to completing the 
word by any number of Individuals that will participate: one, two, three or better 
yet: ALL Chapter Participants. 
 
The second month of the quarter will be devoted to the Chapter Director (or 
designated Coordinator) validating the photo documentation required in 
completing the “WORD” for that quarter and reporting the results to the District 
“Words-by-Wheels-Challenge” Coordinator. The THIRD month of the quarter will 
be the time set aside to recognize the winners. If at all possible- the winners will 
be recognized at a District Event. Timing will be the months of January-March, 
April-June, July-September, and October-December. 
 
In order to complete the “WORD”, a member must visit towns/cities/communities 
that post a sign at a Post Office, Church, Community Park, City Hall Building, etc, 
that includes the town name. From quarter to quarter, we may require a specific 
landmark or building be included in the picture. As an example: If the WORD for 
the month is “ANGLE”, a member can take a picture of themselves (and 
optionally, their bike/vehicle IF safely possible) with a sign that mentions the 
Town/City/Community name. If the rider is by themselves, they need to have 
someone take a picture for them, or take a “selfie”. After all the letters are 
acquired to spell “ANGLE”, the member reports their results to their Chapter 
Director or Chapter Coordinator. 
 
All members can collect letters during the first month of the Quarter. Then they 
are responsible to get their results in to the Chapter Coordinator by the end of the 
second month of the quarter. The Chapter Director or Chapter Coordinator is 
responsible to send in ALL results to the District Coordinator by the end of the 
second month of the quarter as well. 
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Final results will be calculated and communicated by the end of the yearly 
quarter. The new quarterly “WORD” will also be communicated at the end of the 
3rd month of the quarter. All reporting is the responsibility of the Chapters, and 
on the “Honor System”. 
 
A NEW TWIST: To encourage a little more fun and creativity, as each Quarterly 
“WORD” is announced, there will also be a new Theme announced. Themes will 
be simple, but will indicate a specific type or classification of sign that you must 
use for your picture. Make sure your pictures follow the theme- Be creative, Be 
resourceful, but most of all: Have FUN with it! 
 
PRIZES: The first member to complete the “WORD” will be awarded a prize 
valued at $10.00. If there are several that complete the “WORD” on the same 
day, all names finished on that day will go into a drawing as a tie breaker. 
The Chapter with the most finishers will win a prize valued at $10.00- ties will also 
be handled like the individual winners. And finally, the names of ALL FINISHERS 
will go into a drawing for a prize valued at $10.00. 
We want to promote riding for the Chapters, and include participation by those 
on 2, 3, 4 or more wheels. HAVE FUN WITH IT- include other activities, encourage 
multiple individuals to plan rides (or even lead separate legs), meet up with other 
Chapters, and enjoy the things we have around us. 
 
 
Obviously, it’s not a get-rich event. It’s about the Friends for FUN, Safety and 
Knowledge: So let’s get riding! 
 
 
 
 
 
Words-By-Wheels Challenge Coordinator: 
John Higgins 
jwhigg@charter.net 
864-356-7809 


